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PC-#09_Bill Wiesner Public Comment #09 – to the Leelanau County Board of Commissioners: 

Tuesday July 12, 2022 … We Demand Honest Elections in Our Leelanau County! … by 
Replacing Dominion Voting Machines with Paper Ballots that are local, secure, and easily auditable.

 
Bill Wiesner 
sharing 
Michigan 
Voting 
Machines 
Election Fraud 
(6m:30s – 
12m:05s). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMUOw_Jp7vk&t=20s  

***** 

Michigan Election Fraud Update:  
How the Election was Stolen 
The Professor’s Record with David K. Clements 
April 7, 2022 
https://rumble.com/v102cgi-michigan-election-fraud-update-
how-the-election-was-stolen.html (6m:30s) 

ELECTION NIGHT REPORTING: 
Michigan vote ratio as compared to a standard example 
plot for an industrial controller moving a process to 
new setpoints.  (46m:29s) 

 

Plot the average of dice roll 1000 times:  (49m:47s)   

 

 
Draza Smith (DS) (52m:24s) (Mathematician), speaking 
of Montmorency County, MI:  “…this this county right 
here, very small county in Michigan, which is one of the 
counties that these wonderful people got me the cast vote 
record for in the cast vote record is a report that's 
produced by the machine. There's no Secretary of State in 
the middle, there's no Edison. There's no news media. This 
is what's coming out of the machine that counted the 
people's votes in this county. So I really love these cast 
vote records. … But this is what we would expect. 
Because you'd see it you see the votes coming here where 
we get a little bit of movement here in this part, and then it 
flattens out to this average opinion of the people.” 

Draza Smith: (54m:44s)  “…here is Dickinson County. So 
now that we've talked about you know, that this that we get 
to this law of large numbers and everything stabilizes 
and we need to have reasons why the boats are moving. 
We have this very strange angle these strange angles 
here, where our ratio moves linearly, and then linearly 
and linearly.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMUOw_Jp7vk&t=20s
https://rumble.com/v102cgi-michigan-election-fraud-update-how-the-election-was-stolen.html
https://rumble.com/v102cgi-michigan-election-fraud-update-how-the-election-was-stolen.html
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Draza Smith: (58m:26s) Regarding the Alpena County 
Voting graph:  “…They were going like 5.5 to one Trump 
to Biden votes so they had to push some Biden votes 
forward to make that first dip. And then they had to 
push some Biden slips forward to make the second dip 
and push them vote. votes. For it again.  
 
I love the fact that when they do these slides when they 
do these declines the even though I'm copying and 
restructuring of the database, this is done to look 
random. Computers are really bad about doing random 
and having it really be random. So we end up with these 
beautiful parabolic slides in the overall vote ratio.” 
 
The Professor’s Record with David K. Clements: Watch 
all 46+ video interviews showing Voting Machine Fraud 
at:  
https://www.theprofessorsrecord.com/  
********** 

“I’m just Alex” blogger interviewed a 
Dr. Smith Engineer from Texas 
(no relation to Draza Smith) who is 
explaining in more detail what 
Draza Smith and other experts 
believe about the fraud coming 
from the Voting Machines.  You can 

watch the entire helpful explanations 1 hour 14 minute video 
here:  https://www.bitchute.com/video/rbA7FtN7nBz7/  
 
What follows are two helpful charts explaning the 
election machines’ fraud: 

 

(See this “Rigged Election Network Architecture” chart 
explained at the 57min 30sec mark.) 
 Note specifically the: 

 Hidden Wireless Internet Connection 

 “Kingpin” (mid-center-right) box, and the 

 Foreign Intrusion Back Door (bottom-far-right) box. 
And … 

Summary:  
(See this “So This is How They Stole the 2020 Election” 
chart explained at the 1 hour 10 minute and 30 second 
mark.) 
 Note specifically the: 

 
********** 
MOMENT OF TRUTH Summit: 48 hours straight Sat & Sun 
August 20-21; EVERY Leelanau County – County & 
Township & Village – Clerk needs to watch this Summit 
to protect their 20300 or so Leelanau County Men, 
Women & Children from Voting Machine Election Fraud.  
Watch it at www.FrankSpeech.com.  

 
 
Bill Wiesner / Leelanau County Resident and 
www.TCFamily.org Founder  
(231) 313-6805          #####
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